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% June 7, 1996

MEMORANDUM TO: Michael D. Collins. Chief
'

Document Processing Services Section
Information and Records Management. Branch
Office of Information Resources Management

[PolicyandLaborRelationsg/Michael J. Fox, ChiefFROM:

,/f
Office of Personnel

SUBJECT: RELEASE OF RECORDS RELATING TO THE DIFFERING PROFESSIONAL
OPINION OF CHARLES MORRIS

In accordance with the provisions of Management Directive 10.159, Differing
Professional Views or Opinions, the attached documents relating to the
Differing Professional Opinion of Charles Morris should be placed in the
Public Document Room. If you have any questions, contact me on 415-7526 or
David Woodend on 415-7102.

Attachments: As stated
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APPENDIX

1. 5/6/94 Mamorandum to W.T. Russell from C. Morris,
Subject: DPV Anent Uncoordinated Breakers at Catawba
Nuclear Station (2 pages)

'

2. 7/21/94 Memorandum for William Russell from Ashok Thadani; '
Subject: Differing Professional View re: Uncoordinated
Breakers at Catawba Nuclear Station (6 pages) enclosing
5/6/94 Memorandum to W.T. Russell from C. Morris-:
(2 pages)

3. 7/28/94 Memorandum to James Taylor from Charles Morris, Subject:
Differing Professional Opinion Concerning Uncoordinated
Circuit Breakers at Catawba Nuclear Station (3 pages)
enclosing 7/13/94 Memorandum for James Dyer from
Carl Berlinger (2 pages); 7/13/94 Memorandum for Joseph
Murphy from Brian Sheron (1 page); 7/22/94 Memorandum
for Charles Morris from William Russell (1 page)

4. 9/23/94 Memorandum to James Taylor from Thomas King, Subject:
Report on Review of Differing Professional Opinion (DP0)
(3 pages)

5. 3/19/96 Letter to Charles Morris from James Milhoan, Subject:
.

Differing Professional Opinion Concerning Uncoordinated !
'

Circuit Breakers at Catawba Nuclear Station (3 pages)
enclosing 9/14/94 letter to D.L. Rehn from Robert Martin
(4 pages); 12/29/94 letter to NRC from D.L. Rehn.(41
pages); 9/23/94 Memorandum to James Taylor from Thomas King
(3 pages)
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MEMORMDUN T0 : W. T. RUSSELL, NRR/D0
- 06 May 1994

FRON: C. MORRIS, NRR/DE/EELB
,

SUBJECT: DPV ANENT UNCOORDINATED BREAKERS
AT CATAWBA NUCLEAR STATION

The attached SE and memoranda are the subject of this DPV because its author
feels' that there are issues in' them which require for their resolution, a
wider forum and a mora responsible level of management than could be found in
the EELB, the management of which, in any case, has wisely refused to discuss
the author's concerns with him.

It is unfortunate that in a fee recoverable agency the cost of such
differences within the staff must be paid for by the licensee and it may be
even more unfortunate that the resolution of the breaker coordination issue,
which would be the result of the attached SE,'must be delayed at additional
cost, because of the NRC's procedures in handling such differences, but-when
technical staff magagement is autocratic and resolves issues by fiat rather
than by the free and open discussion, said in various NRC announcements to be
the way to resolve such differences, the DPV/DP0 route is all that is left to
conscientious staff. ,

Neither I, nor the staff, nor the licensee have evidence that a significant
risk to Catawba exists because of the uncoordinated breakers, but then neither
do we have adequate evidence that it does not. However, regulators are
expected to err on the side of conservatism. That is why t3e NRC uses all the
arbitrary criteria it does; they compensate for lack of information about
system reliability. The practice, all too connon, of inverting the logic of
reflulation and permitting exceptions to the rules, whenever there is a lack of
ev' dance, leads to the appearance of regulation and not its substance.

The most important concern raised in this DPV is that if the staff accepts the
licensee's argument that because a fully redundant safety train might perform -

the requisite safety functions, if a cable fault were to disable the other .

train, and because the hardware changes needed to make the Catawba breakers
meet the requirements of the FSAR (and the NRC) are costly, the staff can~

-

permit the licensee to change the FSAR, only, and can allow him to operate
with known safety deficiencies.

I will not repeat, here, the discussion contained in the attachments. What is
needed, now, is a policy statement, from a higher level than branch, that an
argument so generally applicable to all plant safety systems is acceptable to
the NRC. I alieve, and have so stated in the attached memoranda, that it is
not, and why it is not. If the DPV panel decides it is, then some reason to
limit the general argument to safety breakers must be given in their response.

The concerns expressed by this DPV are nitigated by the frequent absence of
consistency between SEs, but this lack of consistency might disappear with
respect to this particular licensee argument, because of the enomous relief
repeated application of it could bring to licensees who were willing to

I
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I
o>erate with discovered, manifold deficiencies, depending, in each case, on
tte other safety train to safely shut down the plant.

'

It is no part of this DPV to explore the need to correct the glaring absence
in the rules of a simple statement that says, unambiguously, that all circuit
breakers shall be coordinated. But, someone, in the NRC should note the need
to insert such a requirement, in case another nuclear po,wer plant is ever
built. I accest, the impossibility of 'ratcheting" existing plants with a
requirement ttat even commercial practice requires. In any case, most circuit

,

breakers, in most plants, are coordinat6d, for most faul s.
.

C. Morris
NRR/DE/EELB
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July 21, 1994

MEMORANDUM FOR: William T. Russell, Director
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

FRON: Ashok C. Thadani, Chairperson
NRR Standing Panel for DP0s and DPVs

SUBJECT: DIFFERING PROFESSIONAL VIEW RE UNC0ORDINATED BREAKERS AT
CATAWBA NUCLEAR STATION

In a memorandum to W. Russell, Director, NRR dated May 6,1994, Mr. Charles
Morris, Electrical Engineering Branch, NRR, expressed a differing professional
view (DPV) regarding the resolution of a breaker coordination issue _ identified
during an electrical distribution system functional inspection (EDSFI)
conducted at Ca,tawba Nuclear Station. In the view of Mr. Morris, the most
important concern is the need for review, at a level higher than the branch,
of the acceptability of the licensee position to solely change the commitment
in the FSAR, when the as-built design does not meet the current licensee's
commitment, and revising the comitment would be inconsistent with Standard
Review Plan (SRP) position and industry standards and practices. The
licensee's argument for changing the comitment is that a fully redundant
safety train will perform the requisite safety functions in the as-built
design even with the potential for the low probability faults that have been
identified.

The NRR Standing Panel were Ashok Thadani as Chairperson and Brian Grimes as
a management member. The panel comenced a review of the DPV that included
informal discussions with Brian Sheron, Director, Division of Engineering;
Carl Berlinger, Branch Chief Electrical Engineering Branch; Eric Weiss,
Section Leader, Component Section - Section B, Electrical Engineering Branch;
Jeffery Jacobson, Special Inspection Branch; and Charles Morris, Electrical
Engineering Branch. The panel also consulted with Edward Wenzinger, Region I,
for purposes of independent review and assessment.

Backaround

During the period January-February 1992, the NRC conducted a special
Electrical Distribution System Functional Inspection (EDSFI) at the Catawba
facility. NRC Temporary Instruction 2515/107, " Electrical Distribution System
Functional Inspection (EDSFI)," issued October 9,1990, provided guidance for
the inspection. The inspection consisted of a selective review of the
Electrical Distribution Syste: (EDS) design calculations, relevant proccdurcs,
representative records, installed equipment in the field, and interviews with
engineering and technical staff. The findings of the inspection were
discussed with the licensee's staff on February 14, 1992, and documented in
NRC Inspection Report Nos. 50-413/92-01 and 50-414/92-01 dated March 18, 1992.
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As part of the results of this inspection, one safety significant deviation
from a written comitment was identified. Namely, the deviation involved
failure to meet IEEE Standard 308-1974 in that the incoming breakers to all
the essential 600 V ac Motor Control Centers (MCCs) are not coordinated with
the outgoing ~ breakers from the MCCs for all faults, and the 125 V de Vital
Instrumentation and Control Power System (EPL) molded-case breakers in the
distribution centers are not coordinated for all faults.

NUREG-0800, Standard Review Man, states on page 8.3.2-5 that acceptance (of a
design) is based on meeting the specific guidelines in Regulatory Guide 1.32,
which endorses the Institute of Electrical and electronic Engineers (IEEE)
Standard 308. IEEE Standard 308, section 5.3.1, states that * protective
devices shall be provided to limit the degradation of Class IE power systems."
The licensee's Final Safety Evaluation Report (FSAR) states on page 8-75 that
the system meets the requirements of this standard. FSAR Section 8.3.1.1.2.2
states that protective devices on the 600 V ac essential power system"(EPS)
are set to achieve a selective tripp'f6g scheme so that a minimal amount of

'equipment is isolated by an adverse condition such as a fault.

Contrary to the above, the licensee's analysis, prepared during the
inspection, showed that coordination did not exist for fault currents above
3,500 Amperes (A) to a maximum fault current of 9,000 A on the battery charger
output cables. A fault on the battery charger feeder cable could cause both
the charger and battery to be isolated from the remainder of the distribution
system and loads.

Additionally, all 600 V ac MCC outgoing feeder breakers had thermal elements
and the incoming MCC breaker had an instantaneous element; hence, the incoming
and outgoing MCC breakers were not coordinated for maximum expected short
circuit current. .A fault on any MCC outgoing feeder could cause the MCC
incoming breaker to trip resulting in a complete loss of the MCC.

The licensee's response to the EDSFI report findings were provided to the
headquarters staff by a memorandum from Region II dated May 12, 1993, with a
request that NRR review the response. With respect to the deviation noted
above, the licensee concluded in their response that the coordination
deficiency was acceptable and proposed to amend the FSAR to reflect this
exception to their commitment to breaker coordination. The licensee's basis
for this conclusion was that the type of fault to cause mis-coordination was
of limited scope and low probability, mis-coordination was not likely to cause
a significant plant transient, a fault would only impact a single train, and
there was no history of this type fault at any Duke Power facility. 4

In an attempt to better understand the basis of the licensee's response, the
impact on plant risk of those breakers, and to obtain assurance that the
consequences vere r.ot significant, the steff sent a request for additional
information (RAI) to the licensee on December 6, IS93. In the RAI, the staff

asked for the locations of faults.of any kind which could lead to mis-
coordinated breakers, the identity of the breakers, the loads served, and the
consequences of losing the safety loads affected.
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The licensee responded by meeting with the staff on February 7, 1994, and
:ubmitting on March 2, 1994, copies of breaker coordination curves and system
one-line drawings showing the most probable worst-case fault locations, the
associated fault currents, and the breakers which would not coordinate in case
of de double-line or ac three-phase faults. The calculations on which the
fault currents were based and the list of loads which would be lost due to
mis-coordination were included with the submittal. However, formal request
for the change to the FSAR and support information for concluding that the
identified faults are of low safety significance has not been formally
submitted on the docket by the licensee.

While final management review and acceptance had not been granted to the
licensee, there was a perception on the part of Mr. Morris that the staff was
prepared to accept the licensee's proposal to change the FSAR commitment and
allow the subject breakers to remain with the existing potential for limited
mis-coordination. The mis-coordination is limited because only three-phase
faults in'the 600 V ac EPE systems and only double-line faults on the 125 V de
vital I&C power system at specific locations might cause upstream breners to
trip before the breaker immediately adjacent to the fault would trip, causing
more loads to be lost than would otherwise have been necessary.

'

Discussion

The NRR Standing Panel initially met with Brian Sheron, Director, Division of
Engineering (DE), on May 6, 1994, to gain a better understanding of the
breaker coordination issue and the regulatory basis for the current Agency
position on this issue. As a result of this meeting, the NRR Standing Panel
requested that answers be prepared to a number of questions and additional
documentation related to breaker coordination that was broader than the scope
of the DPV be provided. This information would be provided to the panel for
discussion at the subsequent meeting of the Standing Panel on this DPV. On
May 9, 1994, the NRR Standing Panel met with Messrs. Sheron, Weiss, Berlinger
(supervisors in DE), and Jacobson (Special Inspection Branch) to discuss the
responses to the questions previously requested by the panel, a brief
discussion of the historical activities associated with breaker coordination
issues, and potential options to resolution of the concerns raised in the DPV.

The Standing Panel also discussed with Messrs. Sheron, Weiss, Berlinger, and
Jacobson the specific faults identified, the systems impacted by these faults,
and the consequences of failures as a result of the faults. The potential for
faults on the 125 V de Vital Instrumentation and Control Power System (EPL)
were discussed. Since the EPL is an ungrounded system, single line faults
would not disable the system. A ground fault detector would alert the control
room operator to the presence of these single line faults by both an
annunciator and a computer alarm.

|

The postulated faults resulting in uncoordinated breakers in the 125 V de EPL
system require either a simultaneous positive-to-ground and negative-to-ground
fault to occur, or a double line (positive-to-negative line) fault to occur.

.

'

The former type of fault requires. that two failures occur which is beyond the

. , __ _ . _ _ - _ _ _ , - - -
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design basis of the plant. The licensee had evaluated the latter type fault
to have a very low probability. The licensee's review of plant data at
Catawba since 1985 and for all U.S. plants since 1990 indicated that no
reported cases were found that involved double line faults attributed to cable
failures. The risk of failure at Catawba was evaluated by the licensee to be
further reduced since 2-kV rated, interlocked armor cable was used throughout
the plant. If an upstream breaker such as the 125 V de Distribution Center
incoming breaker operate prior to the. breaker nearest the fault, the redundant
train of power would be available to supply safety-related instrumentation and
control loads. The safety significance of a single failure resulting in the
loss of one load group of the EPL system is analyzed in Table 8-10 of Appendix
8 of the Catawba FSAR. i

Similar discussions were held by the NRR Standing Panel with the supervisors
in DE on the 600 V ac system. The licensee had made arguments similar to the
125 V de system that the most likely postulated faults for the 600 V ac system 1

would be at the load termination for each branch circuit based on tho
reliability of the 2-kV armored cable. The licensee identified no three-phase
faults attributed to cable failures. Because the cable impedance between the ;

'load and its breaker limits the current, faults at the load input terminals,
in many cases, leaves the breakers coordinated. The licensee had evaluated
the worst case load, not fully coordinated for a postulated three-phase fault,
and determined that there is no safety impact.

On May 9, 1994, subsequent to the meeting with the DE supervisors associated ,

with the breaker coordination issue, the NRR Standing Panel met with Charles
Morris to discuss his conce.rns with the proposed staff approach to resolving
the breaker coordination issue. It was noted that the supervisors in DE and |
Mr. Morris agreed on several issues including the reliability of the 2-kV |armored cable, that faults at the load and are the most creditable faults, and i

that double line faults are less likely that three phase faults. Both Mr. !

Morris and the DE supervisors felt that these faults have a very low |
ilikelihood of occurrence, but Mr. Morris contended that it would be difficult

to make this conclusion in the absence of data. Additionally, Mr. Morris felt
that the licensee's judgement on the reliability of the cable and the
postulated fault locations needed further technical analysis since other '

locations not evaluated could result in uncoordinated breakers and the
reporting data has limited information on breaker coordination problems.

On July 20, 1994, the Chairperson of the Standing Panel met with the DE
supervisors associated with the breaker coordination issue and with Mr. Edward |
Wenzinger, Region I, as an independent reviewer. There was general agreement "

that the technical issue associated with the DPV was not one of meeting
specific agency rules and regulations, but one of good engineering practice in
minimizing the amount of equipment lost due to the above described faults.
C .ren r c ftilur.s *'td r.ct tppetr to b: tr. issue sir.cc the bretkers.

associatef with *.bb M9 are located outside containment and the licensee
has a bunkeree a shutd wn facility. !

!
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In reviewing the DPV, the NRR Standing Panel determined that the crux of the
concerns associated with the DPV is: (1) the lack of formal submittals by the
licensee in response to the deviation providing justification to change the
FSAR commitment instead of minimizing the amount of equipment due to faults
described above, and (2) while there is a general feeling that these faults do
not have a very high probability of occurrence and do not appear to involve
common mode failures, the licensee has 1rovided very little documentation on

,

'the docket to confirm these positions witch would allow the staff to draw the !
conclusion that the safety impact is low.

As part of these discussions, the NRR Standing Panel was also presented
information that indicated the systems could not be modified by replacing the
breakers in order to meet the IEEE standard. The modifications necessary to
meet the IEEE standard would probably require replacement of the MCC
enclosures as well as re-routing and re-running cabling. While the breaker
coordination arrangement that exists at Catawba would not be accepted as a new
design, it should be recognized that all areas that do not meet requirements
do not always result in modifications. Relief may be granted in certain
cases. However, the safety significance of the issue needs to be fully
understood befo're the role of cost is considered. Cost can be a legitimate
factor to consider after a technical evaluation by the licensee has detemined
systematically that it is of low safety significance.

Conclusions

On the basis of the review and discussion with the submitter of the DPV and
the primary parties involved in the review of the issue, it was concluded by
the NRR Standing Panel that:

,

(1) The licensee's response to the deviation identified (i.e., the
proposed change to the FSAR) needs to be formally submitted on the
docket. The resolution to these issues need to be reviewed and
accepted by the NRC staff, and documented in an SER.

(2) Based on the documentation reviewed, it is incumbent upon the licensee
to provide as part of their formal submittal, sufficient supporting
information to make conclusions regarding the safety significance of
the proposed FSAR change.

(3) If the vulnerability to faults in the as-built design is of low safety ,

significance, the staff may approve relief from the SRP and IEEE !
criteria as reflected in the licensee's current FSAR commitment. I

Recommendations

Based on the conclusions above, the MRR Standing Panel recorrends that:

(1) Division of Engineering (DE), NRR, through NRR Projects and Region II,
inform the licensee that resolution of the uncoordinated breaker
concerns identified in NRC Inspection Report Nos. 50-113/92-01 and 50-

_ _ _ _ . . _. . . . . .
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.

414/92-01 dated March 18, 1992, will require a formal submittal, for
review and acceptance by the staff, on the licensee's approach.

(2) DE, through NRR Projects and Region II, inform the licensee that, as
part of the formal submittal to resolve the uncoordinated breaker
issue, they should provide a reasonable and ' systematic approach to
conclude that the proposed change to the FSAR has minimal safety
impact. .

&
,

As ok C. Thadani, Chairperson
N Standing Panel for DP0s and DPVs

.

Enclosure:
DPV memo to W. Russell dated May 6, 1994 -

'
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/' MEMORANDUN TO : W. T. RUSSELL, NRR/D0 06 May 1994

FROM: C. MORRIS, NRR/DE/EELB

SUBJECT: DPV ANENT UNCOORDINATED BREAKERS
AT CATAWBA NUCLEAR STATION

The attached SE and memoranda are the subject of this DPV because its author
feels'that there are issues in them which require for their resolution, a
wider forum and a more responsible level of management than could be found in
the EELB, the management of which, in any case, has wisely refused to discuss
the autho.r's concerns with him.

It is unfortunate that in a fee recoverable agency the cost of such
differences within the staff must be paid for by the licensee and it may be
even more unfortunate that the resolution of the breaker coordination issue,
which would be the result of the attached SE,'must be delayed at additional
cost, because of the NRC's procedures in handling such differences, but-when
technical staff marggesent is autocratic and resolves issues by fiat rather
than by the free and open discussion, said in various NRC announcements to be
the way to resolve such differences, the DPV/DP0 route is all that is left to
conscientious staff. ,

Neither I, nor the staff, nor the licensee have evidence that a significant
risk to Catawba exists because of the uncoordinated breakers, but then neither
do we have adequate evidence that it does not. However, regulators are
expected to err on the side of conservatism. That is why t1e NRC uses all the
arbitrary criteria it does; they compensate for lack of information about
systes reliability. The practice, all too comon, of inverting the logic of
regulation and pemitting exceptions to the rules, whenever there is a lack of
evidence, leads to the appearance of regulation and not its substance.

The most important concern raised in this DPV is that if the staff accepts the
licensee's argument that because a fully redundant safety train sight perfom -

-

the requisite safety functions, if a cable fault were to disable the other .

train, and because the hardware changes needed to make the Catawba breakers
meet the requirements of the FSAR (and the NRC) are costly, the staff can~

.

permit the licensee to change the FSAR, only, and can allow him to operate
with known safety deficiencies.

I will not repeat, here, the discussion contained in the attachments. What is
needed, now, is a policy statement, from a higher level than branch, that an
argument so generally applicable to all plant safety systems is acceptable to
the NRC. I believe, and have so stated in the attached memoranda, that it is
not, and why it is not. If the DPV panel decides it is, then some reason to
limit the general argument to safety breakers must be given in their response.

The concerns expressed by this DPV are mitigated by the frequent absence of
consistency between SEs but this lack of consistency might disappear with
respect to this particular licensee argument, because of the enormous relief
repeated application of it could bring to licensees who were willing to

W TO TO725 Y
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o>erate with discovered, manifold deficiencies, depending, in each case, on
tte other safety train to safely shut down the plant.

'

M is no part of this DPV to explore the need to correct the glaring absence
in the rules of a simple statement that says, unambiguously, that all circuit
breakers shall be coordinated. But, someone, in the NRC should note the need
to insert such a requirement, in case another nuclear po,wer plant is ever
built. I accost, the impossibility of 'ratcheting' existing plants with a
requirement tiat even commercial practice requires. In any case, most circuit
breakers, in most plants, are coordinated, for most faul s.

C. Morris
NRR/DE/ EEL 8
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b MEMORANDUM To: James M. Taylor
Executive Director for Operations

FROM: Charles E. Morris, EELB
|
L SUBJECT: DIFFERING PROFESSIONAL OPINION CONCERNING
' UNCOORDINATED CIRCUIT BREAKERS AT

CATAWBA NUCLEAR STATION

On 06 May 1994, I submitted the attached DPV memorandum to W.
Russell, NRR/DO, about uncoordinated circuit breakers at Catawba. |

1

On 21 July 1994, W. Russell sent me the attached, " Differing |

| Professional View Re Uncoordinated Breakers at Catawba Nuclear !

| Station." The OPV response said that the licensee should formally
submit the prol.,osal to change the FSAR only and not the deficient
circuit breakers and said further that if the safety risk from the;

uncoordinated breakers could be shown to be low, the staff might'

approve the licensee's application. Plainly if the licensee can
| indeed show that the risk is low enough he might gain staff

approval of almost any prop,osal.

| My problem with the DPV Standing Panel (DPV-SP) response is that it
! did not address what I said in my memorandum to W. Russell of 04
I May 1994: "The most important concern raised in this DPV is that if

| the staff accepts the licensee's argument that because a fully
redundant safety train might perform the requisite safety'

functions... the staff can permit the licensee to change the FSAR,
only, and can allow him to operate with known safety deficiencies."

|

The same sub-)ect was further addressed in my 21 September 1993
memorandum to E. Weiss, entitled: Catawba Breaker Coordination; to
wit: "(1) The staff cannot accept a continuing failure to

i coordinate safety breakers because of associated costs, because: ,

(1.1) Redundant safety trains are. . .part of the defense-in-depth !

against random operational failures. Redundant safety trains
cannot be used to excuse known design deficiencies." This
memorandum was attached to my DPV submittal.

| Despite my emphasis on the question of covering safety deficiencies
by redundancy, instead of reserving its use for those random
operational failures that always surprise us, the DPV-SP did not
comment on the question that I described in my DPV submittal to
W. Russell as, "an issue which requires for its resolution a more

! responsible level of management than could be found in EELB."
I I further wrote, in the same DPV memorandum, "What is needed, now,
| is a policy statement, from a higher level than branch, that an
| argument so generally applicable to all plant safety systems is

acceptable to the NRC. I believe, and have so stated in theI

attached memoranda, that it is not. If the DPV panel decides it
is, then some reason to limit the general argument to safety,

|
breakers must be given in their response."

r
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Thus, given these repetitions, it is not possible that the DPV-SP
overlooked my principle concern, and I am driven, therefore, to an
even higher level of management for an answer.

Another related concern, in my DPV of 06 May 1994, was the repeated
application of the principle in question, namely, covering known
safety train deficiencies by the redundant safety train, or vnat I
shall refer to hereinafter as the covering principle, if it were

| once accepted by the NRC. I wrote th'en: "The concerns expressed in
this DPV are mitigated by the frequent absence of consistency
between SEs, but this lack of consistency might disappear with

j respect to this particular licensee argument, because of the
| enormous relief repeated applications of it could bring to
! licensees who were willing to operate with discovered, manifold

deficiencies, depending, in each case on the other safety train to
safely shut down the plant."

.; -

Even as the DPV-SP should have been considering the covering
principle, in EELB, a branch of DE, for which B. Fheron, a member
of the DPV-SP, is the division director, the attathed memorandum,6

entitled " Staff Actions Resulting From the Diagnostie Evaluation at
| Quad Cities Nuclear Power Station (TAC Nos. M88667/M88668)", from

C. Berlinger, B/C, was issued on 13 July 1994. In this memorandum!

EELB says, "Since most plant designs have two independent 100-;
'

percent divisions of electrical power for all analyzed events, the
.

overall single-failure criterion has been met by providing
| independent sensing for each division." Just as in the case of the

uncoordinated breakers, the staf f proposes to accept non-compliance
with NRC requirements for each division on the basis of a

| probability calculation. The Catawba calculation has not been done
so it cannot be criticized, but the SPSB calculation of the CDF j

frequency for failed UVR coinciding with DBLOCA is inadequate for I
<

acceptance of so important a change in regulating procedures as the
| continued application of the covering principle.

There are few pleasures as irresistible as quoting one's own words
and of finding one's predictions coming so promptly true; in this
case these pleasures serendipitously coincide in the following
quote in my May 6th DPV, to wit: "The concerns expressed in this
DPV are mitigated by the frequent absence of consistency between
SEs, but this lack of consistency might disappear with respect to

. this particular licensee argument, because of the enormous relief'

repeated applications of it could bring to licensees who were
willing to operate with discovered, manifold deficiencies,
depending, in each case on the other safety train to safely shut

i down the plant." QED.

l
.

|
l. . - -. - ,
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One may charitably suppose that in the case of the Quad Cities
memorandum, the concurring parties saw no connection with the
pending DPV-SP report on the very issues addressed in both
documents.

Permit me to urge you to make haste resolving this DPO for, "
...

you know that I have but little time to stay, an,d once departed may
return no more."

'|

C. Morris
EELB/NRR
504-2778

Attachments:
;.

(1) Staff Actions Resulting From the Diagnostic Evaluation at Quad
Cities Nuclear Power Station....( July 13, 1994)

"

(2) Documentation of Generic Safety Issues on Degraded Voltage
Protection, (July 13, 1994)

(3) Follow-up Actions to NRR Standing Panel RE DPV on Uncoordinated
Breakers at Catawba Nuclear Station, (July 22, 1994); and all
its attachments.

- _ _ _ _ - _ - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - . . .
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' MEMORANDUM FOR: James E. Dyer, Director,

Project Directorate III-2
Division of Reactor: Projects
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

FRON: Carl H. Berlinger, Chief
Electrical Engineering Branch
Division of Engineering,

Office of N0 clear Reactor Regulation,

i

SUBJECT:
STAFF ACTIONS RESULTING FROM THE DIAGNOSTIC EVALUATION AT:

QUAD CITIES NUCLEAR POWER STATION (TAC N05. MB8667/M88668)!
.

In a memorandum to Thomas E. Murley, Director NRR, et al., dated
December 29, 1993, James M. Taylor, the Executive Director for Operations,
assigned responsibilities for generic .and plant-specific actions resulting
from the Diagnostic Evaluation Team (DET) Report for Quad Cities Nuclear PowerStation. Among other items, tho' team observed that the licensee may not'

remain in compliance with emergency core cooling system ECCS) regulations
given a single failure of the degraded voltage relay dur(ng degraded gridi

i condition. Such a condition say cause the loss of both low pressure coolant
! injection trains and one train of core spra The remaining ECCS will not be
: sufficient to mitigate a design-basis loss y.of-coolant-accident (DBLOCA .TheElectrical Engineering Brancfn (EELB) was asked to detamine whether cur) rent.

regulations require licensets to mitigate the consequences of a DBLOCA during
degraded voltage conditions and in conjunction with a single failure. In:

addition, the EELB was asked to determine the need for further generic actioni on this matter.

The issue of degraded voltage conditions was raised after an event at
Millstone Unit 2 in 1976. The NRC staff sent generic letters requesting that
plants propose modifications to address postulated degraded grid conditions.
Subsequently, the information in the generic letters was documented in a
Branch Technical Position (BTP) PSB 1, " Adequacy of Station Electric
Distribution System." The voltage-sensing protection of the BTP is to conform
to a number of requirements of IEEE Std. 279-1971, " Criteria for Protection
Systems for Nuclear Power Generating Stations;" however, the single-failure
criterion is not explicitly cited. Althouoh the requiren nts do not
explicitly it.clude the sir.gle-failure criterion for the sensing portion of the
design, independent sensing is to be provided for each electrical division.

CONTACT: N. K. Trehan, EELB/DE '
504-2777

&O 7ISOlkyg
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5ince sost plant designs have two independent 100-percent divisions of
1ectrical power for all analyzed events, the overall single-failure criterion |

$asbeenmetbyprovidingindependentsensingforeachdivision. ,

1

Conforming to the single-failure criterion is not as strai
plant such as Quad Cities which has a " swing" bus design. ghtforward at a !

It has been
recognized that the swing bus design can compromise the independence of the
electrical divisions, and some scenarios involve such single-failure

!vulnerabilities as the loss of a' de power source. In some cases, explicit
exemptions have been given to the single-failure criterion. The scenario
postulated by the DET could be interpreted as another scenario involving such

i

a single-failure vulnerability.

Although designs could be implemented that would withstand a single failure in
the degraded voltage sensino, the EELB has concluded that plants such as
Quad C< ties were not ernlicTtiv reautred to meet the single-failure criterion
with regard to the degraded grid voltage relays during LOCA conditions.
Furthermore, considering the EELB's perception of the low probability of the

! scenario described, we do not believe that it would be cost beneficial to
j pursue such an issue on a generic basis.
; -

:
i To gain added assurance that this perception is valid, we asked the
| Probabilistic Safety Assessment Branch (SPSB) of the Division of Systems
; Safety and Analysis (DSSA) to investigate aspects of typical core-damage
i frequency (CDF) estimates associated with a scenario of a DBLOCA durin
j degraded voltage conditions with a failure of voltage sensing device. g In a

memorandum from Edward J. Butcher to Carl H. Berlinger dated June 8,1994,
j SPSB concluded that CDF for such an event is acceptably low. Therefore, the
; EELB has concluded that further generic action on this issue is not warranted.
1

{ We are forwarding this issue to the Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research,
i recommending its inclusion in NUREG-0933, "A Prioritization of Generic Safety
} Issues."
, ...

Odginarshe4Gi

j Carl H. Berlinger, Chief
Electrical Engineering Branch4

: Division of Engineering
! Office of Nuclear Reactor, Regulation
i

DISTRIBUTION !

-

! BWSheron, NRR BDLiaw, NRR |) EELB Members CPatel, NRR
PMAS Contral FiltsW,

Quad Cities S/F:/. '.

.

] Document Name: G:\ SHARED \NTQUAD.SE i

| *SEE PREVIOUS CONCURRENCES
'

'
*EELB:DE:NRR *SC/EELB:DE:NRR- C/E :NRR

i NKTrehan DFThatcher CHBerlinger
; 07/05/94 07/05/94 07jA/94
;
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Joseph A. Murphy, Acting Director~~

NEMORANDUM FOR: Ofvision of Safety Issue Resolution
office of Nuclear Regulatory Research

*
s

Brian W. Sheron, Director
Division of EngineeringFRON:
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

DOCUMENTATION OF GENERIC SAFETY ISSUES ON DEGRADED
SUBJECT: VOLTAGE PROTECTION

In response to diagnostic evaluation team findings at Quad Cities Nuclear
Power Station, NRR was assigned lead responsibility for determining the needThe
for generic action on an issue related to degraded voltage protection.
Electrical Engineering Branch of the Ofvision of Engineering has concluded,
with input from the Probabilistic Safety Assessment Branch, that no furtherSee Enclosure 1.
generic action is warranted on this issue.

Although we acknowledge that RES does not need to assign priorities to items
for which NRR has taken the lead role, we believe that this issue and the
resolution / conclusion should be documented within the generic issue resolutionTherefore, we recommend that you take the steps necessary to-includer

it in NUREG-0933, "A Prioritization of Generic Safety Issues."process.

If you need further infomation on' this issue, please contact N. Trehan at
504-2777.

D
Brian W. Sharon, Director
Division of Engineering
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

Enclosure:
As stated

CONTACT: N. K. Trehan, EELB/DE
504-2777 ,

DISTRIBUTION w/ enclosure
BWSheron, NRR

~

BOLiaw, NRR
CHBerlinger, NRR
DFThatcher, NRR
NKTrehan, NRR
REmrit, NRR
Centrtl Files
DE R/F

r
/A
i <es S/F 0'

Document Name: G:\ SHARED \933.NEM
: D/D

*EELB:DE:NRR *SC/EELB:DE:HRR *C/EELB:DE:NRR
NKTrehan:nkw DFThatcher

CNBerlinger 80 in BWShTron

06/30/94 07/05/94 07/06/94 07/s 94 07/gt/94
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UNITED STATES

f g NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
.,

;; E W ASHINGTON. D. C. 20555\

k ...* * p# July 22, 1994

MEMORANDUM FOR: %6 Electrical Engineer
ElecTrocal Engineering Branch, NRR

,

FROM: William T. Russell, Director
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

SUBJECT: FOLLOW-UP ACTIONS TO NRR STANDING PANEL RE DPV ON
UNCOORDINATED BREAKERS AT CATAWBA NUCLEAR STATION

In a memorandum to me dated May 6, 1994, you expressed a

Differing Professional View (DPV) regarding the resolution of a breaker

coordination issue identified during an electrical distribution system

functional inspection (EDSFI) con' ducted at Catawba Nuclear Station. The NRR

Standing Panel for DPVs and DP0s reviewed your DPV. The result of their

review is enclosed for your information.

|

William T. Russell, Director
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

Enclosure: |

As stated ;

.
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UNITED STATES

j NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
t WASHINGTON, D.C. 20555-0001

% %> 4,4
***** September 23, 1994

HEMORANDUM T0: James M. Taylor
.

Executive Director for Operations |

FROM: ThomasL. King,DeputyDirector/(,
Division of Systems Research /
Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research

SUBJECT: REPORT ON REVIEW 0F DIFFERING PROFESSIONAL OPINION (DP0)

Your memorandum of August 10, 1994, appointed a panel to perform an-
independent review of a July 28, 1994, DP0 (C. Morris, NRR, to J. Taylor,
ED0), " Differing Professional Opinion Concerning Uncoordinated Circutt
Breakers at Catawba Nuclear Station." As requested, I have served as panel
chairman along with the panel members, Patrick Baranowsky (AE0D) and Jitendra
Vora (RES). We have completed our review. Our findings and recommendations,
along with some related background information are described below.

Backaround

In a memorandum, dated July 28, 1994, to Mr. James M. Taylor, Mr. Charles E.
Morris (NRR) raised a DP0 in response to a July 21, 1994, report from Ashok
Thadani to William Russell on Mr. Morris's differing professional view (DPV)
regarding uncoordinated beakers at the Catawba Nuclear Station. In his July
28,1994, DP0, Mr. Morris was concerned that the July 21, 1994, report from
Thadani to Russell on his DPV did not address his most important concern,
which was stated as:

The most important concern raised in this DPV is that if the staff
accepts the licensee's argument that because a fully redundant
safety train might perform the requisite safety functions . . .
the staff can permit the licensee to change the FSAR, only, and
can allow him to operate with known safety deficiencies.

Mr. Morris went on to state that what is needed is a " policy statement" from a
higher level than a branch on this issue. Accordingly, the panel focused on
the generic " policy" concern raised in this DP0 and not on the specific
Catawba issue which initiated Mr. Morris's original DPV, and which was
addressed in Mr. Thadani's July 21, 1994, memorandum to Mr. Russell.

In the course of reviewing this DPO, the panel interviewed the following
individuals:

Mr. Charles E. Mcrris, DP0 originator*

Mr. Eric Weiss, Mr. Morris's immediate supervisor*

Dr. Brian W. Sheron, Mr. Morris's Division Director*

Mr. Ashok Thadani, Mr. Morris's Associate Director*

Ms. Janice Moore, OGC*

man w
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The interviews with Mr. Morris focused on understanding and better defining
the exact nature of his DPO. After two interviews and the review of some
draft material attempting to summarize his DPO, Mr. Morris agreed on the
following statement as adequately characterizing his main concern:

The presence of a redundant system / component should not be
justification for compensating for known safety deficiencies in
other systems / components.

His view was that a policy statement should be developed to support the above.

Upon further discussion with Mr. Morris, it became clear that he was not
opposed to exempting systems / components from certain design requirements or
changing licensee commitments (provided the exemptions / changes are supported
by a thorough safety analysis, which may include probabilistic and risk
considerations) but rather the basis for such exemptions / changes should not
include reliance on redundant safety systems / components. It should be noted
that in the panel's limited review of the Catawba issue, and during interviews
with NRR staff, no instances were cited in which a simple redundancy argument
was used as justification for not meeting specific design commitments. More
typically, other factors, such as the safety implications of the specific
application of the single failure criterion, including the likelihood and
consequences of electrical faults, were considered in granting exemptions. In
addition, a limited search was made of previous exemption requests, and the
panel found no evidence where redundancy was used as the sole basis for
accepting deficiencies in other systems or components. However, it does
ap) ear to the panel that the licensee did not follow a systematic process in
suamitting information on the safety significance of the specific Catawba
issue.

As part of this review, the panel looked into what processes, practices and
policies currently allow licensees to request changes in commitments or
exemptions from rules or license conditions, and what is the basis for
acceptance of such changes / exemptions. The current regulations define a
general process for requesting exemptions (10 CFR 50.12), license amendments
(10 CFR 50.90), or changing the FSAR (10 CFR 50.59). However, the nature of
what information must be submitted to support such requests and the criteria
for acceptance are less well defined.

Findinas and Recommendations

Currently, there is no Agency policy or criterion which prohibits granting an
exemption or change in requiremants or cocitments based upon the presence of
a redundant system or component. Although, in general, it would not seem
appropriate to allow safety deficiencies in one train of a redundant system
solely on the basis that there is a redundant train, each situation should be
evaluated on its own merits. Further, a stand alone criterion, such as
suggested by Mr. Morris, by itself (without a clear nexus to safety) could be
detrimental by causing resources to be spent on items of little safety
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i

! significance. What is much more important is to ensure that well
|

. defined processes exist whereby all exemptions and changes in commitments
i undergo systematic and thorough review by licensees for their safety
i significance and that such exemptions or changes are not implemented or
i requested unless such a review is done and criteria, based on safety
j significance, are met.
:

i Currently, licensee's requests for exemptions or changes in commitments can
; vary in approach and criteria, although the industry has attempted, through )
i the development of NSAC-125, " Guidelines for 10CFR 50.59 Safety Evaluations," l: to establish some guidelines for 50.59 changes. In this regard, it should be i

noted that NRR is currently working with industry (NEI) to review and" endorse
! a procedure for " Managing NRC Commitments." This activity is discussed in
! SECY-94-243 " Status of Implementation of Regulatory Review Group "
! Recommendations" as Topic Area No. 7. The panel has reviewed a draft (dated
'. July 1994) of this procedure and believes that it contains all of the elements
i to ensure a systematic and thorough review by licensees of proposed exemptions

or changes to commitments or requirements. This procedure also provides
|

:

| criteria for determining the safety significance of the item in question by {'

referencing a PSA Application Guide (under development by EPRI) and NSAC-125, !
as well as including some criteria of its own. The panel endorses the work to {

e

; arrive at an acceptable procedure and believes that, when complete, this work >

should result in a comprehensive consistent process of value to both industryt

j and NRC which should be implemented as soon as practical. It is recognized
; that this effort may also involve review of the key reference documents

mentioned above. The implementation of a procedure such as discussed above,:

should help ensure a systematic preparation and review of proposed exemptions
{ or changes in requirements or commitments.

|
|

|

|
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